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Advaith Mohan

Product & Engineering

Advaith is an engineer and a marketer.
He is a cofounder of Wagr.ai, a smart petcare
platform, and Blockchained India, one of
India's largest blockchain communities. 

TEAM

Pranshu Chaudhary

UX Design

https://www.linkedin.com/in/
pranshu101/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/
advaith-mohan-90505047/

Pranshu is a designer and researcher.
His works have been awarded numerous
international awards including Red Dot and
German Design Awards.

Arvind George Alexander

Operations

Arvind is a tech-lawyer and crypto-researcher. 
He works with top-tier law firms and engages
in cutting-edge projects and people involved in
self sovereignty, art, law and technology.
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Track
NFT VISION HACK - BUILD ON RARIBLE

About Us

Art of Babel is a digital press + publisher of premium
generative artwork on the Ethereum blockchain. 

 
We work directly with curated artists and help unleash

their creative coding abilities. 
 

We abstract away the NFT minting process and help
them market and monetise their artwork.

About the Build on Rarible Track

We primarily used the Rarible Protocol 
to develop Art of Babel. 

 
We aim to be a verified and featured 
publisher of generative art on Rarible.

 
We plan to use the Rarible Protocol to develop our own

generative art minting NFT platform.
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Art of Babel x Rarible

Generative Code as NFTs

The collector visits Art of Babel to view the
curated collection of generative NFTs and
navigates to Rarible to make the purchase of
the generative NFT art hosted on IPFS.

Value Proposition

Code = Art = NFT

The collector of generative NFTs minted by Art
of Babel, owns an NFT directly linked to the
IPFS hosted obfuscated code that generates
the art in real-time, i.e. intrinsic digital art
provenance.
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Generation

In the MVP, the Processing/p5.js code provided by our
artists is rendered on an HTML canvas. The
MediaRecorder API is used to record a representative
video of the artwork to be used in the minting process.

Minting

The video, a gif of the video (to be used as the
thumbnail), as well as the obfuscated p5.js code is
uploaded to an IPFS folder. Using Rarepress, this folder
is converted into an ERC-721 token and listed on Rarible.

Gallery

Each individual artwork is listed on our website, and
rendered in real-time using the obfuscated code directly
from IPFS. Visitors can navigate from our low-code
website to the Rarible page of an artwork they like and
buy/trade.

Technology
Stack
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SCALABILITY

Expand

Integration with other generative

frameworks (eg:- Python & JS libraries,

StyleGAN, WebGL, OpenFrameworks)

Support for generative NFT types

including audio, games, 3D renders, virtual

world assets and all combinations of them.

Platformise

Shift from hyper curated model (à la

Artblocks) to a self-serve model for

generative artists to easily mint their own

generative NFTs.

NFT trading within Art Of Babel as well as

interoperability with other marketplaces.

Extend

Parametrised and seed-based artwork to

create unique variants from the same

codebase (Artblocks 2.0)

Customized smart contracts (using the

ERC-1155 standard) to support algorithmic

variant for the same artwork.
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Monetise

(Sale + Royalties + Forking) on code usage

for generative artwork.

Tap into existing networks and worldwide

community of generative artists (eg:-

Open Processing, Creative Coding India

etc.)

One-stop shop for Generative NFT Management



Contact details

CONTACT US

Website

www.artofbabel.xyz

Email address

artofbabel.official@gmail.com

Demo Video 

Google Drive Link
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